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Operator strength reduction is a technique that improves compiler-generated code by reformulating certain costly computations in terms of less expensive ones. A common case arises in
array-addressing expressions used in loops. The compiler can replace the sequence of multiplies
generated by a direct translation of the address expression with an equivalent sequence of additions. When combined with linear function test replacement, strength reduction can speed up
the execution of loops containing array references. The improvement comes from two sources: a
reduction in the number of operations needed to implement the loop and the use of less costly
operations. This paper presents a new algorithm for operator strength reduction, called OSR.
OSR improves upon an earlier algorithm due to Allen, Cocke, and Kennedy [Allen et al. 1981].
OSR operates on the static single assignment (SSA) form of a procedure [Cytron et al. 1991].
By taking advantage of the properties of SSA form, we have derived an algorithm that is simple
to understand, quick to implement, and, in practice, fast to run. Its asymptotic complexity is,
in the worst case, the same as the Allen, Cocke, and Kennedy algorithm (ACK). OSR achieves
optimization results that are equivalent to those obtained with the ACK algorithm. OSR has
been implemented in several research and production compilers.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—compilers,
optimization
General Terms: Algorithms, Languages
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Loops, strength reduction, static single assignment form

1. INTRODUCTION
Operator strength reduction is a transformation that a compiler uses to replace
costly (strong) instructions with cheaper (weaker) ones. A weak form of strength
reduction replaces 2 × x with either x + x or x  1. The more powerful form
of strength reduction replaces an iterated series of strong computations with an
equivalent series of weaker computations. The classic example replaces certain
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sum = 0.0
do i = 1, 100
sum = sum + a(i)
enddo

sum ← 0.0
i←1
L: t1 ← i − 1
t2 ← t1 × 4
t3 ← t2 + a
t4 ← load t3
sum ← sum + t4
i←i+1
if (i ≤ 100) goto L

sum0 ← 0.0
i0 ← 1
L: sum1 ← φ(sum0 , sum2 )
i1 ← φ(i0 , i2 )
t10 ← i1 − 1
t20 ← t10 × 4
t30 ← t20 + a
t40 ← load t30
sum2 ← sum1 + t40
i2 ← i1 + 1
if (i2 ≤ 100) goto L

Source code

Intermediate code

SSA form

Fig. 1.

Code for a simple loop.

repeated multiplications inside a loop with repeated additions. This case arises
routinely in loop nests that manipulate arrays. The resulting additions are usually
cheaper than the multiplications that they replace. In some cases, the additions
can be folded into the target computer’s addressing modes. Many operations other
than multiplication can also be reduced in this manner. Allen, Cocke, and Kennedy
provide a detailed catalog of such reductions [Allen et al. 1981].
This paper presents a new algorithm for performing strength reduction, called
OSR, that improves upon the classic algorithm by Allen, Cocke, and Kennedy
(ACK) [Allen et al. 1981]. By assuming some speciﬁc prior optimizations and
operating on the SSA form of the procedure [Cytron et al. 1991], we have derived a
method that is simple to understand and quick to implement. OSR achieves results
that are, essentially, equivalent to those obtained with ACK, while avoiding some
shortcomings of ACK, such as the need to apply ACK multiple times to reduce
some of the induction variables created by other reductions. OSR’s asymptotic
complexity is, in the worst case, the same as the ACK algorithm.
Opportunities for strength reduction arise routinely from details that the compiler
inserts to implement source-level abstractions. To see this, consider the simple
Fortran code fragment shown in Figure 1. The left column shows source code; the
middle column shows the same loop in a low-level intermediate code. Notice the
four-instruction sequence that begins at the label L. The compiler inserted this code
(with its multiply) as the expansion of a(i). The right column shows the code in
pruned SSA form [Choi et al. 1991].
The left column of Figure 2 shows the code that results from applying OSR,
followed by dead-code elimination. The compiler created a new variable, t5, to
hold the value of the expression (i − 1) × 4 + a. Its value is computed directly, by
incrementing it with the constant 4, rather than recomputing it on each iteration
as a function of i. Strength reduction automates this transformation.
Of course, further improvement may be possible. For example, the only remaining
use for i2 is in the test that ends the loop. The compiler can reformulate that
test to use t52 , making the instructions that deﬁne i useless (or “dead”). This
transformation is called linear function test replacement (LFTR). Applying this
transformation, followed by dead-code elimination, produces the code that appears
in the right column of Figure 2.
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sum0 ← 0.0
i0 ← 1
t50 ← a
L: sum1 ← φ(sum0 , sum2 )
i1 ← φ(i0 , i2 )
t51 ← φ(t50 , t52 )
t40 ← load t51
sum2 ← sum1 + t40
i2 ← i1 + 1
t52 ← t51 + 4
if (i2 ≤ 100) goto L
After strength reduction

Fig. 2.
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sum0 ← 0.0
t50 ← a
L: sum1 ← φ(sum0 , sum2 )
t51 ← φ(t50 , t52 )
t40 ← load t51
sum2 ← sum1 + t40
t52 ← t51 + 4
if (t52 ≤ 396 + a) goto L

After linear function test replacement

Same loop after strength reduction.

Strength reduction has been an important transformation for two principal reasons. First, multiplying integers has usually taken longer than adding them. This
made strength reduction proﬁtable; the amount of improvement varied with the
relative costs of addition and multiplication. Second, strength reduction decreased
the “overhead” introduced by translation from a higher-level language down to assembly code. Opportunities for this transformation are frequently introduced by
the compiler as part of address translation for array elements. In part, strength
reduction’s popularity stems from the fact that these computations are plentiful,
stylized, and, in a very real sense, outside the programmer’s concern.1
In the future, we may see microprocessors where an integer multiply and an
integer add both take a single cycle. On such a machine, strength reduction will
still have a role to play.
—Strength reduction often decreases the total number of operations in a loop.
Smaller operation counts usually lead to faster code. The shorter sequences used
to generate addresses may lead to tighter schedules, as well.
—In combination with algebraic reassociation [Cocke and Markstein 1980a; Santhanam 1992; Briggs and Cooper 1994], strength reduction can reduce the number
of induction variables used in a loop, reducing the number of update operations
required at the loop’s end and reducing demand for registers.
—On some machines, autoincrement or autodecrement features adjust a register’s
value as a side eﬀect of a memory operation; strength reduction creates code that
is shaped in a way to take advantage of this feature. With the multiply in place,
the opportunity for autoincrement or autodecrement is hidden.
—Strength reduction decreases the number of multiplies and increases the number
of additions. If more of the target machine’s functional units can add than can
multiply, this eﬀect may give the scheduler additional freedom.
1 Scarborough and Kolsky show dramatic evidence that overhead computations are signiﬁcant [Scarborough and Kolsky 1980]. Almost all of their improvements come from eliminating
integer computations, not ﬂoating-point computations. Most of the eliminated instructions are
introduced by translation to support the abstractions in the source-code program.
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Thus, we expect that strength reduction will remain a useful transformation, even
if the costs of addition and multiplication become identical.
The next section summarizes prior work on strength reduction, and places OSR
in that context. We follow that section with a deeper introduction to strength reduction, given through a more detailed description of the ACK algorithm. Section 4
presents the OSR algorithm and its implementation. Section 5 shows how to ﬁt
linear function test replacement into our scheme.
2. PREVIOUS WORK
Reduction of operator strength has a long history in the literature. The ﬁrst
published discussions appear around 1969, in papers by Allen and by Cocke and
Schwartz [Allen 1969; Cocke and Schwartz 1970]. One family of algorithms grew
out of the ideas in these seminal papers. A second family of algorithms grew out of
the early work on data-ﬂow-based optimization, typiﬁed by Morel and Renvoise’s
classic paper on partial redundancy elimination [Morel and Renvoise 1979]. A third
body of work generalizes strength reduction to more complex domains than integer
arithmetic. Finally, several authors have published papers that describe the implementations of the simpler, weaker form of strength reduction that applies knowledge
about the values of operands to reduce an isolated instruction.
Allen-Cocke-Kennedy and Its Descendants. A family of techniques has evolved
from the early work described by Allen [1969] and Cocke and Schwartz [1970]. This
includes work by Kennedy [1973], Cocke and Kennedy [1977], and Allen, Cocke,
and Kennedy [1981]. These algorithms transform a single loop at a time. They
work outward through each loop nest, making passes to build use-deﬁnition chains,
to ﬁnd loops and insert prolog blocks, to ﬁnd loop-invariant values (called region
constants) and induction variables. Finally, they perform the actual reduction and
instruction replacement in another pass. The ACK algorithm must be repeated to
handle some second-order eﬀects. LFTR requires a separate pass over each loop.
Cocke and Markstein showed a transformation for reducing certain division and
modulo operations [Cocke and Markstein 1980b]. Chase extended the ACK algorithm to reduce more additions [Chase 1988]. Markstein, Markstein, and Zadeck
described a sophisticated algorithm that combines strength reduction with reassociation [Markstein et al. 1994]. Sites looked at the related issue of minimizing the
number of loop induction variables [Sites 1979].
Data-Flow Methods. A second family of techniques has grown up around the literature of data-ﬂow analysis [Dhamdhere 1979; 1989; Issac and Dhamdhere 1980;
Knoop et al. 1993]. These methods incorporate the strengths of data-ﬂow-based
optimization, particularly the careful code-placement techniques developed for partial redundancy elimination [Morel and Renvoise 1979]. The data-ﬂow methods for
strength reduction require none of the control-ﬂow analysis needed by ACK and its
descendants. This forces them to use a much simpler notion of region constant—
they detect only simple literal constants. Thus, they miss some opportunities that
the ACK-style methods discover, such as reducing i × j where i is the induction
variable of the innermost loop containing the instruction and j is an induction variable of an outer loop. These algorithms must be repeated to handle second-order
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. TBD, No. TDB, Month Year.
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eﬀects. Their placement techniques avoid lengthening execution paths; algorithms
in the ACK family, including our own, cannot make the same claim.
Generalizations of Strength Reduction. A number of authors have looked at generalizations of strength reduction that work on set operations as well as classical
integer arithmetic. Early ﬁrst looked at this problem [Early 1974]; he called the
transformation “iterator inversion.” Fong builds on that work to generalize the
discovery of induction variables [Fong and Ullman 1976] and to reduce set formers
in setl [Fong 1979]. Paige generalized Early’s work to create algorithms for “formal diﬀerentiation” [Paige and Schwartz 1977; Paige and Koenig 1982]. This, in
turn, led to work on multiset discrimination as a way of avoiding the worst-case behavior of hashing in actual implementations [Cai and Paige 1991]. Liu and Stoller
have worked on generalizations of strength reduction that incrementalize certain
loop-based array computations [Liu and Stoller 1998].
Weak Strength Reduction. This simpler form of the transformation, where an operation such as 2×x is replaced with either x+x or x  1, is widely used. Bernstein
presents an algorithm used in the IBM PL.8 compiler that replaces integer multiply
operations with a known constant argument by a sequence of add, subtract, and
multiply operations [Bernstein 1986]. Briggs distributed a more complete implementation of these ideas via the Internet [Briggs and Harvey 1994]; it appears to
have been used by others [Wu 1995]. Granlund implemented a similar technique
in the Gnu C compiler [Granlund 1995]; he also looked at replacing division with
multiplication [Granlund and Montgomery 1994].
Our Algorithm. OSR properly belongs in the ACK family of algorithms. It inherits the strengths of ACK, including the enlarged notions of region constant and
induction variable. At the same time, it capitalizes on the properties of SSA to simplify both the explanation and the implementation. The result is a small, robust
technique that is easy to implement and to maintain.
3. THE ALLEN-COCKE-KENNEDY ALGORITHM
Because OSR is intended as a replacement for the ACK algorithm, we begin by
describing that algorithm. This allows us to make detailed comparisons when we
present OSR. It also serves as a detailed introduction to the techniques and problems of strength reduction.
ACK focuses on loops, or strongly connected regions (SCRs), in a procedure’s
control-ﬂow graph (CFG) For the present purpose, an SCR is a set of basic blocks
with the property that a path exists between any two blocks in the SCR. The
compiler discovers SCRs using an appropriate technique, such as Tarjan’s ﬂowgraph reducibility algorithm [Tarjan 1974] or Havlak’s extensions to it [Havlak
1997]. ACK requires that each SCR have a unique landing pad —a prolog block
that is always executed prior to entry into the SCR. The landing pad provides a
convenient place to insert code that must execute before the loop. If landing pads
do not exist, ACK inserts them. ACK processes the SCRs in a loop nest “inside
out,” starting from the most deeply nested SCR and working outward.
Conceptually, the ﬁrst step in performing strength reduction is to identify operations that can be reduced. ACK searches an SCR to ﬁnd instructions whose
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. TBD, No. TDB, Month Year.
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operands are either region constants or induction variables with respect to some
SCR S.
—A variable v is a region constant with respect to S if v’s value does not change
inside S. We denote the set of region constants for S as RC(S).
—A variable i is an induction variable with respect to S if all every deﬁnition of
i inside S is one of: the sum of an induction variable and a region constant,
an induction variable minus a region constant, or a copy operation where the
source is an induction variable. We denote the set of induction variables for S as
IV(S).
These two sets, RC(S) and IV(S), are the key to determining whether an instruction is a candidate for strength reduction. ACK assumes that all the SCRs have
been identiﬁed and their RC sets computed prior to its start. In practice, each of
these requires a separate pass over the code.
We present ACK as if it operated on a single SCR. The code, shown in Figure 3,
reﬂects this decision. The main routine, ACK, takes two arguments: a strongly
connected region, SCR, and a set of region constants, RC. Its ﬁrst step is to compute
IV(SCR). For an initial approximation, it uses the set of all names deﬁned by one of
the appropriate instructions (+, −, or copy). To reﬁne this set, it iterates through
the SCR a second time and removes any name that is deﬁned by an operation other
than +, −, or copy, or that has operands that are not in IV(SCR) or RC(SCR).
The next step is to initialize a worklist of instructions that are candidates for
reduction. The algorithm instantiates the worklist in a set called CAND. To simplify our discussion, we will restrict our attention to candidate instructions in the
following forms:
x←i×j

x←j×i

x←i+j

x←j+i

where i ∈ IV(SCR) and j ∈ RC(SCR). Allen, Cocke, and Kennedy describe a
variety of other reducible candidate instructions [Allen et al. 1981]. These are
straightforward extensions to the algorithm.
Once the initial round of candidate instructions has been found, the algorithm
repeatedly removes an instruction from the CAND set and reduces it. For each candidate instruction, ACK creates a temporary variable to hold the value that it computes. It uses a hash table to avoid creating redundant temporary names [Kennedy
1973]. In Figure 3, the function getName implements the hash table. A call to
getName consumes an expression (an opcode and two operands) and produces a
temporary name. The ﬁrst time that getName sees an expression, it generates
a temporary name. Subsequent calls with the same arguments return the name
already generated for the expression.
The candidate instruction is replaced with a copy operation from the temporary
name associated with the expression on the candidate’s right-hand side. Next, the
algorithm must insert instructions to compute the value of that temporary. These
must be placed immediately before each instruction that deﬁnes either the induction variable or the region constant. To ﬁnd these insertion points, the algorithm
follows the use-definition chains for each of the operands [Kennedy 1978]. It inserts
the instructions needed to initialize or update the reduced temporary’s value, as
appropriate. To determine the speciﬁc instructions that it inserts, the algorithm
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. TBD, No. TDB, Month Year.
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ACK(SCR, RC)
IV ← ∅
for each instruction “x ← y op z” in SCR
if op ∈ {+, −, copy}
IV ← IV ∪ {x}
changed ← TRUE
while changed do
changed ← FALSE
for each instruction “x ← y op z” in SCR with x ∈ IV
if y ∈ IV ∪ RC or z ∈ IV ∪ RC
IV ← IV − {x}
changed ← TRUE

CANDS ← ∅
for each instruction i in SCR of the form x ← iv × rc,
x ← rc × iv, x ← iv + rc, or x ← rc + iv
CANDS ← CANDS ∪ {i}
while CANDS = ∅
Select and remove an instruction i from CANDS – “x ← iv op rc”
result ← getName(op, iv, rc)
if result = x
Delete i
else
Replace i with “x ← result”
for each deﬁnition point p of either iv or rc reaching i
if there is no deﬁnition for result in the macro block for p
if p is in the prolog
Insert “result ← iv op rc” at end of prolog
Perform constant folding if possible
else if p is of the form “iv ← k”
Insert “result ← k op rc” into the macro block for p
Add this instruction to CANDS
else if p is of the form “iv ← k + l” with k ∈ IV and l ∈ RC
if op = ×
result1 ← getName(op, k, rc)
result2 ← getName(op, l, rc)
Insert the following sequence into the macro block for p:
result1 ← k op rc
result2 ← l op rc
result ← result1 + result2
Add the ﬁrst two instructions to CANDS
else
result1 ← getName(op, k, rc)
Insert the following sequence into the macro block for p:
result1 ← k op rc
result ← result1 + l
Add the ﬁrst instruction to CANDS
Perform constant folding if possible

Fig. 3.

The Allen-Cocke-Kennedy algorithm.
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examines both the deﬁnition site and the current candidate instruction. Some
of these new instructions may themselves be candidates for reduction. These are
added to the worklist. Some of the instructions placed on the worklist in this way
are subsequently deleted when they are removed from the worklist and processed.
To manage the insertion of instructions cleanly and to prevent the algorithm
from inserting duplicate updates, ACK introduces the notion of a macro block.
The collection of all instructions inserted at a point p is called the macro block for
p. ACK only inserts an instruction at p if there is no deﬁnition of the same variable
in p’s macro block. This simple check ensures that the algorithm terminates. As
long as the macro block stays small, this search should be fast.
To illustrate how ACK operates, we will apply it to the intermediate code in the
middle column of Figure 1. The RC set contains {1, 4, a, 100}. ACK determines
that IV = {i, t1}. It initializes CAND to {“t1 ← i − 1”, “t2 ← t1 × 4”}. Assume
that the algorithm processes the instruction deﬁning t1 ﬁrst. The call to getName
creates a new temporary name, t5, to hold the value of i − 1. Next, ACK replaces
the candidate instruction with “t1 ← t5.” It follows the use-deﬁnition chains to
the assignments that deﬁne i. The ﬁrst such deﬁnition is in the prolog, so ACK
inserts “t5 ← 0” at the end of the prolog (simpliﬁed from “t5 ← i − 1”). The
next deﬁnition increments the value of i at the bottom of the loop. After folding
constants, ACK inserts two instructions:
t5 ← i − 1
t5 ← t5 + 1
It adds the ﬁrst instruction to the worklist and processes it next. This causes ACK
to delete the instruction and follow the use-deﬁnition chains for i. ACK ﬁnds that
the macro block for each deﬁnition already contains a deﬁnition of t5, so it does
not add any more instructions.
Next, ACK removes “t2 ← t1 × 4” from the worklist. It invent a new temporary,
t6, to hold the value of t1 × 4. It replaces the candidate instruction with “t2 ← t6”
and follows the use-deﬁnition chains to the assignment of t1. ACK inserts the
instruction “t6 ← t5 × 4,” and adds it to the worklist.
Processing “t6 ← t5 × 4” creates a new temporary, t7, to hold the value of
t5 × 4. ACK replaces the candidate instruction with “t6 ← t7” and follows the
use-deﬁnition chains for t5. The ﬁrst deﬁnition is in the prolog, so ACK inserts
“t7 ← 0” at the end of the prolog. The next deﬁnition increments the value of t5 at
the bottom of the loop. After constant folding, two instructions are inserted here:
t7 ← t5 × 4
t7 ← t7 + 4
The ﬁrst instruction is added to the worklist and processed next. ACK deletes the
instruction and follows the use-deﬁnition chains for t5. Since the macro block for
each deﬁnition already contains a deﬁnition of t7, the algorithm terminates.
This example illustrates three shortcomings of ACK. First, it inserted two instructions that were subsequently removed. The instructions “t5 ← i − 1” and
“t7 ← t5 × 4” were removed when the algorithm discovered that the left-hand side
was the temporary name associated with the expression on the right-hand side.
Second, it had to search each macro block before inserting an instruction. If the
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. TBD, No. TDB, Month Year.
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macro blocks grow large, this search might become expensive. The third shortcoming is more subtle. ACK has not yet reduced the instruction “t3 ← t2 + a.”
The variable t2 is now an induction variable; it was not one when ACK began. To
reduce this instruction, the compiler must reapply the algorithm to the transformed
program. In this example, the unrecognized candidate instruction is an addition.
In more complicated examples, ACK can leave behind more expensive unreduced
operations. To ensure that ACK reduces all possible candidates, the compiler must
repeatedly apply the algorithm until it ﬁnds no further reductions.
4. THE OSR ALGORITHM
In deriving a new strength reduction algorithm, our goal was to clarify and to
simplify the process [Vick 1994]. We wanted an algorithm that was easy to describe,
easy to implement, reasonably eﬃcient, and produced results comparable to ACK.
The OSR algorithm achieves these goals. Where ACK operates on the procedure’s
CFG, OSR works, primarily, with the SSA graph.
OSR is driven by a simple depth-ﬁrst search of the SSA-graph, using Tarjan’s
strongly connected component ﬁnder [Tarjan 1972]. The SCC-ﬁnder lets OSR discover induction variables in topological order and process them as they are discovered. As the SCCs are discovered, they are processed by a set of mutually recursive
routines that test for induction variables and region constants, and which reduce
the appropriate operations.
4.1 Preliminaries
Like ACK, our algorithm assumes that some prior optimization has been performed.
Done correctly, this can simplify strength reduction by encoding certain facts in the
code’s shape. For example, after invariant code has been moved out of loops, region
constants are easily identiﬁed by looking at where they are deﬁned. We assume that
the compiler performs the following transformations before OSR:
(1) Constant propagation: Sparse conditional constant propagation has been applied to identify and fold compile-time constants [Wegman and Zadeck 1991].
This discovers a large class of constant values and makes them textually obvious. It can increase the size of both the RC set and the IV set.
(2) Code motion: Lazy code motion [Knoop et al. 1992; Drechsler and Stadel 1993;
Knoop et al. 1994], or one of its successors [Gupta et al. 1998; Bodik et al. 1998],
has been applied to accomplish both loop invariant code motion and commonsubexpression elimination.2 Applying global reassociation and global renaming
prior to code motion can increase the RC set as well [Briggs and Cooper 1994].
Constant propagation and code motion improve the results of strength reduction
by rewriting known values as literal constants and by moving invariant code out of
loops. Both of these can expose additional opportunities for strength reduction.
After code motion and constant propagation, the algorithm builds the pruned
SSA form of the program [Choi et al. 1991; Cytron et al. 1991; Briggs et al. 1998].
In SSA form, each name is deﬁned exactly once, and each use refers to exactly one
2 Lazy code motion will not move conditionally executed code out of loops. The later algorithms
will. This can lead to a larger RC set.
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≤

L

goto

Fig. 4.

SSA graph for the example.

deﬁnition. To reconcile these rules, the SSA construction inserts a special kind of
deﬁnition, called a φ-function, at those points where control ﬂow brings together
multiple deﬁnitions for a single variable name. After φ-functions have been inserted,
it systematically rewrites the name space, subscripting original variable names to
ensure a unique mapping between names and deﬁnition points. Pruned SSA form
includes only φ-functions that are live—that is, φ-functions whose values are used.
OSR operates on a graph that represents the SSA-form. In the program’s SSA
graph, each node represents either an operation or a φ-function, and edges ﬂow from
uses to deﬁnitions. The SSA graph can be built from the program in SSA form by
adding use-deﬁnition chains, which can be implemented as a lookup table indexed
by SSA names. The SSA graph provides a sparse representation of traditional usedeﬁnition chains. It also allows a more eﬃcient method for identifying induction
variables and region constants. Figure 4 shows the SSA graph our example.
Even though it operates on the SSA graph, OSR needs to test speciﬁc properties
deﬁned on the procedure’s CFG. These tests are couched in terms of two relationships on the CFG: dominance [Lengauer and Tarjan 1979] and reverse-postorder
(RPO) numbering [Kam and Ullman 1976]. Dominance information is computed
during the SSA construction. Our compiler computes a reverse-postorder numbering during CFG construction. OSR assumes that it can eﬃciently map any node in
the SSA graph back into the CFG node that contains the corresponding operation.
4.2 Finding Induction Variables and Region Constants
OSR uses simple and eﬀective tests to identify induction variables and region constants. These two tests form the ﬁrst half of the algorithm.
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ClassifyIV(SCC)
for each n ∈ SCC
if header → RPOnum > n.block → RPOnum
header ← n.block
for each n ∈ SCC
if n.op ∈ {φ, +, −, copy}
SCC is not an induction variable
else
for each o ∈ {operands of n}
if o ∈ SCC and not RegionConst(o, header)
SCC is not an induction variable
if SCC is an induction variable
for each n ∈ SCC
n.header ← header
else
for each n ∈ SCC
if n is of the form x ← iv × rc, x ← rc × iv, x ← iv + rc, or x ← rc + iv
Replace(n, iv, rc) (see Figure 7)
else
n.header ← NULL
RegionConst(name, header)
return name.op = load immediate or name.block  header
Fig. 5.

Finding region constants and induction variables.

4.2.1 Induction Variables. OSR ﬁnds induction variables by isolating and examining each strongly connected component (SCC) in the SSA graph. We diﬀerentiate
between an SCC and an SCR, as used in the description of the ACK algorithm.
In our description of ACK, we used SCR to mean a single loop in the CFG. An
SCR may be nested inside other loops. An SCC for OSR is a maximal collection
of nodes in the SSA graph with the property that a path exists between any two
nodes in the SCC. These are related ideas, but with some critical distinctions.
—An SCR contains CFG nodes; thus, it may include updates to an arbitrary set
of variables. Induction variables are found in SCRs, but the SCR also contains
updates to other variables.
—An SCC contains SSA-graph nodes and edges; since these edges model the ﬂow
of values, the SCC describes a cyclic chain of dependences in the program.
Any induction variable, by deﬁnition, has a cyclic chain of SSA-graph edges. Thus,
the set of SCCs in the SSA-graph must include all the induction variables.
OSR ﬁnds induction variables by inspecting each SCC. If all of the updates in
the SCC have one of the allowed forms (i.e., IV ±RC , IV −RC , a copy operation,
or a φ-function3 ), then the SCC is an induction variable. Not every SCC represents
an induction variable. In Figure 4, the SCC containing sum1 and sum2 does not
represent an induction variable because t40 is not a region constant.
The code that ﬁnds induction variables is shown at the top of Figure 5. The
routine, ClassifyIV, examines each operation in an SCC to see if it has one of
the allowed forms. If the SCC is an induction variable, it labels each SSA node
3 For

φ-nodes, each argument must be either a member of the SCC or a region constant.
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in the SCC with a header value. The header is the node in CFG that heads the
outermost loop, or SCR, in which the SSA node is an induction variable. (This will
be the CFG node associated with the SCC that has the smallest reverse-postorder
number, RP Onum.) If the SCC is not an induction variable, it reexamines each
node and either reduces it by calling Replace or labels it with the value NULL to
indicate that it is not an induction variable. The header labels play a critical role
in the test for region constants.
4.2.2 Region Constants. After constant propagation and code motion, OSR can
use a simple test to determine if an operand is a region constant. An operand is a
region constant if it is a compile-time constant, or if its deﬁnition strictly dominates
every block in the CFG loop that contains the operation. (We use the notation
B1  B2 to denote that B1 strictly dominates B2 .) Compile-time constants can
be recognized syntactically, since constant propagation rewrites them in a standard
form, such as a load immediate operation. For values that are deﬁned outside
the CFG loop and never modiﬁed inside it, the SSA construction ensures that the
CFG block containing its deﬁnition will dominate the CFG block that is the loop’s
header.
These observations lead to a constant-time test for region constants, shown in
the routine RegionConst at the bottom of Figure 5. It checks if the operand results
from a load immediate operation. It uses the labels computed during ClassifyIV
to relate individual deﬁnitions in the SSA graph back to the CFG. If the CFG node
containing the value’s deﬁnition dominates the CFG node given by the header
label of the value’s use, then the value is loop invariant. (The dominance relation
is computed during the SSA construction.) Because these tests take constant time,
it does not pay to instantiate the RC set. Thus, OSR tests for membership in RC
on demand.
4.2.3 Putting It Together. To drive the entire process, OSR uses Tarjan’s algorithm for ﬁnding SCCs [Tarjan 1972]. The algorithm, shown as routine DFS at the
bottom of Figure 6, is based on depth-ﬁrst search. It pushes nodes onto an internal
stack as it visits them. The order in which the nodes are popped from the stack
groups them into SCCs. A node that is not contained in any cycle is popped by
itself, as a singleton SCC. The algorithm pops all the nodes in a multinode cycle
as a group, or a multinode SCC.
Tarjan’s algorithm has an interesting property: it pops the SCCs from the stack
in topological order. Thus, when an SCC is popped from the stack, any operand
referenced inside the SCC is either deﬁned within the SCC itself or else it is deﬁned
in an SCC that has already been popped. OSR capitalizes on this observation and
processes the nodes as they are popped from the stack. Thus, the SCC-ﬁnder drives
the entire strength reduction process.
The top of Figure 6 shows the driver routine, OSR. It invokes DFS on each disjoint
component of the SSA-graph. As DFS identiﬁes each SCC, it invokes ProcessSCC
on the SCC. If the SCC contains a single operation, ProcessSCC tries to reduce
it—checking its form and invoking Replace (described Section 4.3) if it can be
reduced. Since this process transforms x into an induction variable, Replace labels
x as an induction variable with the same header block as i. This allows further
reduction of operations using x. If the SCC contains more than one operation,
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OSR(SSAgraph)
while there is an unvisited node n in SSAgraph
DFS(n) (see Figure 6)
ProcessSCC(SCC)
if SCC has a single member n
if n is of the form x ← iv × rc, x ← rc × iv, x ← iv + rc, or x ← rc + iv
Replace(n, iv, rc) (see Figure 7)
else
n.header ← NULL
else
ClassifyIV(SCC)
DFS(node)
node.DFSnum ← nextDFSnum++
node.visited ← TRUE
node.low ← node.DFSnum
PUSH(node)
for each o ∈ {operands of node}
if not o.visited
DFS(o)
node.low ← MIN(node.low, o.low)
if o.DFSnum < node.DFSnum and o ∈ stack
node.low ← MIN(o.DFSnum, node.low)
if node.low = node.DFSnum
SCC ← ∅
do
x ← POP()
SCC ← SCC ∪ {x}
while x = node
ProcessSCC(SCC)
Fig. 6.

High-level code for OSR.

then ProcessSCC invokes ClassifyIV to determine if it is an induction variable
and perform the appropriate reductions if it is not an induction variable.
The idea of ﬁnding induction variables as SCCs of the SSA graph is not original.
Wolfe used it in his work on induction variables and dependence analysis [Wolfe
1992], and suggested in the accompanying talk that the idea was obvious and had
occurred to others in the ﬁeld. Like OSR, Wolfe’s work relies on the fact that
Tarjan’s algorithm discovers the SCCs in topological order.
4.3 Code Replacement
Once OSR has found a candidate instruction of the form x ← i × j, it must update
the code so that the multiply is no longer performed inside the loop. The compiler
creates a new SCC in the SSA graph to compute the value of i × j and replaces the
instruction with a copy from the node representing the value of i × j. This process
is handled by three mutually recursive functions shown in Figure 7:
Replace rewrites the current operation with a copy from its reduced counterpart.
Reduce

inserts code to strength reduce an induction variable and returns the SSA
name of the result.
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Replace(node, iv, rc)
result ← Reduce(node.op, iv, rc)
Replace node with a copy from result
node.header ← iv.header
SSAname Reduce(opcode, iv, rc)
result ← search(opcode, iv, rc)
if result is not found
result ← inventName()
add(opcode, iv, rc, result)
newDef ← copyDef(iv, result)
newDef.header ← iv.header
for each operand o of newDef
if o.header = iv.header
Replace o with Reduce(opcode, o, rc)
else if opcode = × or newDef.op = φ
Replace o with Apply(opcode, o, rc)
return result
SSAname Apply(opcode, op1, op2)
result ← search(opcode, op1, op2)
if result is not found
if op1.header = NULL and RegionConst(op2, op1.header)
result ← Reduce(opcode, op1, op2)
else if op2.header = NULL and RegionConst(op1, op2.header)
result ← Reduce(opcode, op2, op1)
else
result ← inventName()
add(opcode, op1, op2, result)
Choose the location where the operation will be inserted
Decide if constant folding is possible
Create newOper at the desired location
newOper.header ← NULL
return result
Fig. 7.

Apply

Code replacement functions.

inserts an instruction to apply an opcode to two operands and returns
the SSA name of the result. Simpliﬁcations such as constant folding are
performed if possible.

The Replace function is straightforward. It provides the top-level call to the
recursive function Reduce and replaces the current operation with a copy. The
resulting operation must be an induction variable.
The Reduce function is responsible for adding the appropriate operations to the
procedure. The basic idea is to create a new induction variable with the same shape
as the original but possibly with a diﬀerent initial value or a diﬀerent increment.
The ﬁrst step is to check the hash table for the desired result. Access to the hash
table is through two functions:
search looks up an expression (an opcode and two operands), and returns the
name of the result.
add

adds an entry containing an expression and the name of its result.
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If the result is already in the hash table, then no additional instructions are needed,
and Reduce returns the SSA name of the result. The single deﬁnition property of
SSA lets OSR conclude that any name found in the table is already deﬁned. If the
result is not found in the table, Reduce invents a new SSA name.4 It then copies
the operation or φ-node that deﬁnes the induction variable and assigns the new
name to the result. The copyDef function does this.
Next, Reduce considers each argument of the new instruction. If the argument is
deﬁned inside the SCC, Reduce invokes itself recursively on that argument. (ACK
handles this by inserting an operation and adding it to the worklist. This is the
source of the operations that were added and then removed in the earlier example.)
Arguments deﬁned outside the SCC are either the initial value of the induction
variable or the value by which it is incremented. The initial value must be an
argument of a φ-node, and the increment value must be an operand of an instruction. The reduction is always applied to the initial value, but the reduction is only
applied to the increment if we are reducing a multiply. In other words, when the
candidate is an add or subtract instruction, our algorithm modiﬁes only the initial
value, but if the candidate is a multiply, it modiﬁes both the initial value and the
increment. Therefore, Reduce invokes Apply on arguments deﬁned outside the SCC
only if we are reducing a multiply or if it is processing the arguments of a φ-node.
The Apply function is conceptually simple, although there are a few details that
must be considered. The basic function of Apply is to create an operation that
computes the desired result. Apply relies on the hash table to determine if such an
operation already exists. It is possible that the operation Apply is about to create
is a candidate for strength reduction in an enclosing loop. If so, it performs the
reduction immediately by calling Reduce. (ACK inserts an instruction that gets
reduced when the outer loop is processed.) This case often arises from triangular
loops—where the bounds of an inner loop are a function of the index of an outer
loop.
Before inserting the operation, the algorithm must select a legal location. ACK
assumes that all induction variables are deﬁned in the loop’s prolog [Allen et al.
1981, page 93]. Therefore, it inserts all initializations of temporaries at the end of
the prolog block. Our algorithm relies on dominance information created during
SSA construction to ﬁnd a legal location for the initialization. Intuitively, the instruction must go into a block that is dominated by the deﬁnitions of both operands.
If one of the operands is a constant, the algorithm may need to duplicate its deﬁnition to satisfy this condition. Otherwise, both operands must be region constants,
so their deﬁnitions dominate the header block. One operand must be a descendant
of the other in the dominator tree, so the operation can be inserted immediately
after the descendant. This eliminates the need for landing pads; it may also place
the operation in a less deeply nested location than the landing pad.
4.4 Applying OSR to the Example
As an example of how code replacement works, we will apply it to the SSA graph
in Figure 4. OSR invokes DFS on the graph. No matter where it starts, DFS will ﬁnd
4 This hash lookup replaces the linear search through a macro block used by ACK to detect that
it has already inserted the needed code.
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osr1
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a

osr7

sum0 0.0

φ

i1

φ
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φ
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sum1 φ

copy t10

1

+

copy t20
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i2
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osr2

copy t30

4

+

osr5

4

+

osr8

load t40

sum2 +

100

≤

L

goto

Fig. 8.

SSA graph after applying OSR.

a small number of singleton SCCs, followed by the SCC {i1 , i2 }. It labels this SCC
as an induction variable. Next, it ﬁnds the SCC containing just t10 .
It identiﬁes this operation as a candidate instruction, because one argument is
an induction variable and the other is a region constant. It invokes Replace with
iv = i1 and rc = 1. The call to search in Reduce will fail, so the ﬁrst SSA name
invented will be osr0 . Reduce adds this entry to the hash table and creates a copy
of the φ-node for i1 . Next, it process the arguments of the new φ-node. Since
the ﬁrst argument, i0 , is a region constant, it is replaced with the result of Apply,
which will perform constant folding and return the SSA name osr1 . The second
argument, i2 , is an induction variable, so it invokes Reduce recursively.
Since the hash table contains no match, Reduce invents a new SSA name, osr2 ,
adds an entry to the hash table, and copies the operation for i2 . The ﬁrst argument
is the region constant 1, which will be left unchanged. The second argument is i1 ,
which is an induction variable. The recursive call to Reduce will produce a match
in the hash table with osr0 as the result. At this point, the calls to Reduce ﬁnish,
and the SSA name osr0 is returned to Replace. Replace rewrites the operation
deﬁning t10 as a copy from osr0 . It labels t10 as an induction variable to enable
further reductions.
As subsequent SCCs pop from the stack, this same process creates two more
reduced induction variables. The multiply labeled t20 gives rise to another new
induction variable, as does the add labeled t30 . The load operation cannot be
reduced, because it is not a candidate instruction. Similarly, the operations in the
SCC that deﬁne sum are not candidates.
Figure 8 shows the SSA graph that results from applying OSR to our ongoing
example program. The sequence of reductions unfolds from left to right, with the
creation of the reduced induction variables involving osr0 , osr3 , and osr6 . The
dashed gray lines show this derivation. The induction variables containing osr0 and
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. TBD, No. TDB, Month Year.
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i←0

t2 ← 0
···
tn ← 0
while (P0 ) do
if (P1 ) then
t1 ← t1 + c1
t2 ← t2 + c2
···
if (P2 ) then
t1 ← t1 + 2 × c1
t2 ← t2 + 2 × c2
···
···
if (Pn ) then
t1 ← t1 + n × c1
t2 ← t2 + n × c2
···
end

·
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i←0
t1 ← 0

while (P0 ) do
if (P1 ) then
i←i+1
k ← i × c1
if (P2 ) then
i←i+2
k ← i × c2
···
if (Pn ) then
i←i+n
k ← i × cn
end
Original code

tn ← tn + cn
i ←i+1
k ← t1
tn ← tn + 2 × cn
i ←i+2
k ← t2
tn ← tn + n × cn
i ←i+n
k ← tn

Transformed code
Fig. 9.

A worst-case example.

osr3 are dead. The sole remaining use for the induction variable deﬁning i is the ≤
operation that governs the branch.
4.5 Complexity of OSR
The time required to identify the induction variables and region constants in an
SSA graph is O(N + E), where N is the number of nodes and E is the number
of edges. The Replace function performs work that is proportional to the size of
the SCC containing the induction variable, which can be as large as O(N ). Since
Replace can be invoked O(N ) times, the worst-case running time is O(N 2 ). This
seems expensive; unfortunately, it is necessary. Figure 9 shows a program that
generates this worst-case behavior in the replacement step. It requires introduction
of a quadratic number of updates. Note that this behavior is a function of the code
being transformed, not any particular details of our algorithm. Any algorithm that
performs strength reduction on this code will have this behavior. Experience with
OSR suggests that this problem does not arise in practice. In fact, we have not
seen an example with this behavior mentioned in the literature. Since the amount
of work is proportional to the number of instructions inserted, any algorithm for
strength reduction that reduces these cases will have the same, or worse, complexity.
4.6 Follow-Up Transformations
OSR is intended to operate in a compiler that performs a suite of optimizations. To
avoid duplicating functionality and to provide for a strong separation of concerns,
our algorithm leaves much of the “cleaning up” to other well-known optimizations
that should run after OSR.
OSR can introduce equal induction variables. Thus, the compiler needs a global
value numbering algorithm to detect and remove common subexpressions. It must
be a global technique that can handle values ﬂowing along back edges in the CFG,
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as induction variables do. Alpern et al.’s partitioning technique will discover identical values [Alpern et al. 1988; Click and Cooper 1995], as will other global algorithms [Cooper and Simpson 1995; Briggs et al. 1997].
The SSA graph in Figure 8 contains a great deal of dead code. Many of the
use-deﬁnition edges in the original SSA graph have been changed, producing “orphaned” nodes. OSR depends on a separate dead-code elimination pass to remove
these instructions [Cytron et al. 1991, Section 7.1].
Many of the copies introduced by OSR can be eliminated. For example, the
copy into t30 in Figure 8 can be eliminated if the load into t40 uses the value of
osr6 directly. Our compiler relies on the copy coalescing phase of a Briggs-Chaitin
register allocator to accomplish this task [Chaitin et al. 1981; Briggs et al. 1994].
4.7 Comparing OSR with Allen-Cocke-Kennedy
OSR has several advantages over the classic ACK algorithm.
(1) OSR operates on SSA form. It uses the properties of SSA and data-structures
built during SSA-construction to eliminate the passes needed by ACK to recognize the code’s loop structure and to identify region constants. Using SSA also
leads to a strategy that avoids instantiating the IV and RC sets. SSA-form
also lets it iterate more eﬃciently over the code. For example, to ﬁnd an induction variable, OSR examines only those operations that update the potential
induction variable, where ACK visits all the operations in the loop.
(2) OSR reduces candidate instructions as they are encountered, rather than maintaining a worklist of candidates. This lets it directly reduce new induction
variables as it creates them. ACK reduces new induction variables that it inserts by placing them on the worklist. It cannot, however, recognize when one
reduction converts an existing variable into an induction variable. To ﬁnd and
reduce these variables, ACK must be invoked again on the entire SCR.5
(3) OSR produces results quite similar to those produced by ACK. The primary
diﬀerence in the results lies in the placement of initializations. ACK creates
a prolog block, or landing pad, for each loop to hold the initializations that it
inserts. OSR inserts initializations after the deﬁnition of an operand that is
closest to its use. This can place the operation in a less deeply nested location
than the loop’s landing pad, where it should execute fewer times.
(4) OSR removes a couple of subtle restrictions that apply to ACK. Since it largely
ignores the CFG, OSR handles multiple-entry loops in a natural way. Similarly,
ACK assumes that induction variables are deﬁned in the loop’s prolog block;
OSR makes no similar assumption.
(5) OSR is easier to understand, to teach, and to implement than the ACK algorithm. It has been implemented in several research and production compilers,
and used as an implementation exercise in a second-semester compiler course.
5 The data-ﬂow methods also fail to reduce some newly created induction variables. The analysis
cannot address these variables, since they are created after the analysis runs. Iterating the analysis
and transformation should allow the data-ﬂow methods to catch them.
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5. LINEAR FUNCTION TEST REPLACEMENT
After strength reduction, the transformed code often contains induction variables
whose sole use is to govern control ﬂow. In that case, linear function test replacement may be able to convert them into dead code. The compiler should look for
comparisons between an induction variable and a region constant. For example, the
comparison “if (i2 ≤ 100) goto L” in the ongoing example (see Figure 1) could be
replaced with “if (osr8 ≤ 396 + a) goto L.” This is the purpose of linear function
test replacement (LFTR).
Previous methods would search the hash table for an expression containing the
induction variable referenced in the comparison. In the example in Figures 4 and 8,
a “chain” of reductions was applied to node i2 . If LFTR is to be eﬀective, it must
follow the entire chain quickly. To facilitate this process, Reduce can record the
reductions it performs on each node in the SSA graph. Each reduction is represented
by an edge from a node to its strength-reduced counterpart labeled with the opcode
and the region constant of the reduction. In Figure 8, these edges are the dashed
gray arrows. They would be labeled as follows:
−1

×4

+a

−1

×4

+a

i1 −→ osr0 −→ osr3 −→ osr6
i2 −→ osr2 −→ osr5 −→ osr8
When the compiler identiﬁes a candidate for LFTR, it can traverse these edges,
insert code to compute the new region constant for the test, and update the compare
instruction. Our implementation uses two procedures to support this process:
FollowEdges follows the LFTR edges and return the SSA name of the last one in
the chain.
ApplyEdges applies the operations represented by the LFTR edges to a region
constant and returns the SSA name of the result.
The ApplyEdges function can be easily implemented using the Apply function
described in Section 4.3. For each LFTR candidate, it replaces the induction variable with the result of FollowEdges, and replaces the region constant with the
result of ApplyEdges. Notice that LFTR renders the original induction variable
dead; subsequent optimizations should remove the instructions used to compute it.
To transform the test i2 ≤ 100 in Figure 8, LFTR replaces i2 with the result of
FollowEdges, osr8 . Next, it replaces 100 with the result obtained from ApplyEdges,
(((100 − 1) × 4) + a) = 396 + a. The original induction variable, {i1 , i2 }, is no longer
needed; it will be removed by optimizations performed later.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents OSR, a simple and elegant new algorithm for operator strength
reduction. OSR produces results that are similar to those achieved by the Allen,
Cocke, and Kennedy algorithm. It relies on prior optimizations and properties
of the SSA graph to produce an algorithm that (1) is simple to understand and
to implement, (2) avoids instantiating the sets of induction variables and region
constants required by other algorithms, and (3) greatly simpliﬁes linear function
test replacement. Rather than performing a separate analysis to discover the loop
structure of the program, it relies on dominance information computed during the
ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. TBD, No. TDB, Month Year.
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SSA construction. The result is an eﬃcient algorithm that is easy to understand,
easy to teach, and easy to implement.
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